Fedora Tips Coin Roadmap
Do you accept Tips?

Synopsis
Fedora Tips is a swift, highly secure transactional coin typically used in online tipping and small
value transactions. The Fedora Tips Roadmap has been developed to address the short and
longer term needs of the Fedora network and the Tips Coin community. Since mid-2017, a
renewed Tips community has coalesced around the Fedora project. The goal is to refresh and
redevelop both the underlying technology and the use cases that enable the wider adoption of
Tips for fast, secure and low cost transactions.
The Roadmap spans a twelve month period commencing March 2018, and has been divided
into four stages to address the fundamental needs of the Fedora Tips Coin. Each stage will
address one of the key Fedora project goals:
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Roadmap Detail
The next twelve months will see many long awaited changes in the Fedora Tips Coin
infrastructure. The development work has been structured around a hierarchy of needs, these
strategic needs that have informed the Roadmap goals:
Foundation - Establish a tech baseline to enable future development
Enhancement - Deploy value add Tips features and use cases
Engagement - Bring the new Fedora platform to the wider tipping community
Uplift - Take the refreshed Fedora community and infrastructure to the next level
Each stage will build on the achievements of the previous, and feature releases based on the
essential use cases we have developed for the Roadmap.
The Fedora project team has been working for the last six months on technology upgrades and
strategic planning. The first release is complete and includes:
●
●
●

A highly upgraded and secure desktop wallet
The Fedora roadmap
A renewed and growing Fedora community across multiple channels

Foundation - March 2018
Safe, Swift and Secure

Foundation Stage
The purpose of the Foundation Stage is to:
●
●
●

Re-establish the baseline Fedora Tips Coin technology
Enable future development of advanced Tips features
Grow the Fedora Tips community

There are two releases planned during Foundation
Release 1 - Trilby, March 18th 2018
Release 2 - Stetson, May 2018

Release 1 - Trilby
Trilby went live on March 18, in parallel with this Roadmap. The core features of Trilby were
developed over the previous six months. These features address the demands of a
contemporary cryptocurrency: safe and swift transactions coupled with a secure store of
user value. With this in mind, the Trilby features include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fully upgraded Windows wallet
Redeveloped wallet database
Latest security modules
Paper wallet generator
Outreach to new exchanges
Refreshed community social channels
Mining guide on the Fedora wiki

The Fedora wallets have undergone a major upgrade, with the project team conducting
extensive development work. Every library and module has been fully updated to the latest
versions, the database has been completed rebuilt and security updates have received a special
focus. Our rigorous testing cycle has addressed security and usability, and we are confident that
the Fedora wallets now offer unparalleled robustness. The wallet can be downloaded here,
the complete source is available on our github repo. Please download the code and study it for
yourself, we’d love you to fork and contribute!
We have produced a getting started guide to assist users who are new to Fedora or who wish
to upgrade from an earlier wallet version. Due to the legacy database design a resync will be
required, however our next major wallet release will address this via bootstrap and auto-update
functionality.

Foundation - March 2018
Safe, Swift and Secure

Release 1 - Trilby (cont)
In addition to the technical work completed to date, we have re-established a set of active
social channels that are online and ready for your involvement - please bookmark and share:
●

https://twitter.com/fedoratipscoin

●

https://www.tipsco.in/

●

https://www.reddit.com/r/FedoraTipsCoin/

●

https://discordapp.com/channels/345271257685819392/345271257685819393

Release 2 - Stetson
Planning of the second Foundation release Stetson is at an advanced stage, however the
Fedora project welcomes and needs the input of the wider Tips community to play a part in the
ongoing release management process. The planned release of Stetson is May 2018, with the
initial target feature set to include:
●

Fully upgrade Linux wallet

●

Fully updated Mac Wallet

●

Enhanced wallet functionality (all platforms)

●

Mobile wallet design prototype

●

Designs and use cases for Tips bots

●

New exchange listings (focussed on decentralized exchanges)

This will complete the Foundation stage of the Fedora relaunch. Right now we are canvassing
Tips community sentiment on how to shape the future of this coin - community is the rationale
and bedrock of the Fedora Tips project! Please get involved and lend your support.

Enhancement - June 2018
Value Added Tips

The Enhancement Stage is where we start deploying some of the next generation Fedora
functionality to take Tips to the next stage of its’ evolution:
●
●
●
●
●

Final stage desktop wallet including auto-update and bootstrapping
Standard in-wallet mining to democratize the mining process
Redeveloped Tips bots for major social channels
Tips faucets (as part of a wider API development program)
Mobile wallet release!

The Enhancement stage is currently slated for two releases:
Release 3 - Boater, June 2018
Release 4 - Panama, August 2018

Release 3 - Boater
The Boater release will be the next major evolution of the Fedora desktop wallet, building on
the fundamentals that we established with the refreshed wallet infrastructure during the
Foundation stage. We intend to complete the core roadmap functionality across all wallets
(Windows, Linux & Mac), which will include some exciting features not readily available on the
average crypto wallet.
Features in the design for the Boater release incorporate:
●
Major functionality upgrade across all desktop wallets
●
Streamlined user experience via Auto-updating - no more messing around with data files
and config settings
●
Bootstrapping to make blockchain downloading transparent
●
Customizable social feeds within the wallet
●
Enhanced Paper wallet generators - print your own Tips cards, flyers and posters!
Release 4 - Panama
Things start to get very exciting once we reach Panama (release 4). This is where the state of
the art Fedora mobile wallet will be released, as well as a range of services based on a layer of
Tips API’s. We have made an architectural decision to incorporate Tips bots, faucets and related
services within our comprehensive API design, and build these within the context of a wider
goals for Fedora web services. Panama release will feature:
●
●
●
●

Full function Android Tips wallet
Full function iOS Tips wallet
Tips bots across key social channels
Tips faucets delivering real value to support the end user community

Engagement - Sept 2018
Growing the Tips Community

The foundational work during the early roadmap will underpin the Engagement Stage. We
recognise that Fedora Tips coin is built on a strong community, however community outreach
can only be successful when the fundamentals are all in place. With robust wallets across
multiple platforms and a proven solution architecture, Engagement is when we extend our
reach to the broader tipping community - both online and face to face. Key features include:
●
●
●
●
●

Updated mobile wallet supporting face to face tipping
Improved network architecture
Increased transaction speeds
Additional Tips bots across social networks
Enhanced block explorer

The Engagement release schedule includes two major releases:
Release 5 - Derby, October 2018
Release 6 - Porkpie, November 2018

Release 5 - Derby
Tipping happens everywhere, everyday. Our vision for Fedora Tips is not just online tipping but
also face to face tipping, whether it be in bars, restaurants, markets, exchanges or even just
giving gifts!
The Derby release will feature an enhanced and upgraded mobile wallet that enables face to
face tipping in all situations!
To achieve our vision of the preeminent tipping mechanism, our mobile wallet upgrade will:
●
●
●

Support face to face and near field tipping
An enhanced network architecture
Significantly improved network speeds

You don’t have time to wait when you’re tipping!
Release 6 - Porkpie
The Porkpie release will be focussed on marketing and development, especially to vendors and
organisations that currently rely on legacy tipping with fiat currencies. Our applications will
include vendor focussed functionality, and also further integrations in the online tipping space.
●
●
●

Vendor versions of Fedora wallets
More Tips bots across the social networks critical to our users
Upgraded and refreshed block explorer with enhanced analytics

Uplift - Dec 2018
Take Tipping to the next level

Uplift - Take the refreshed Fedora community and infrastructure to the next level
The Uplift stage will continue our push to take Fedora Tips further into the mainstream of
tipping and small value transaction commerce. We have developed a number of specific, key
goals and features as part of Uplift, however at this time we are keeping these under the radar.
Suffice to say that the Fedora network is being re-architected to more deeply embed Tips into
everyday, real world transaction settings
The Uplift release schedule is yet to be finalised, but will commence in December 2018. We
expect to consult with the Fedora community regarding the release scope and management of
the delivery schedule. In addition, we are working on several innovative features that are not
currently available in the crypto space. We need to preserve a little mystery!
Note: the release scope and schedule will be shared during the Engagement stage!

Wrap Up
Thank you for taking the time to study the Fedora Tips Coin Roadmap. This has been, and will
continue to be, a product of the collective Fedora Community. We value the input of everyone,
and if this Roadmap has piqued your interest why not get involved? You don’t need to be a
guru hacker - there are many, many activities involved in the redevelopment of a legacy crypto!
Please engage in our various channels and forums, and follow us on our journey!
●

https://twitter.com/fedoratipscoin

●

https://www.tipsco.in/

●

https://www.reddit.com/r/FedoraTipsCoin/

●

https://discordapp.com/channels/345271257685819392/345271257685819393

